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ACT


Art of Convening


Art of Hosting


Appreciative Inquiry

Theory


Practice


Charrettes


Co-Design (see also Design Thinking)


Community Learning


Complex Responsive Processes of Relating

Conference Model


Coordinated Management of Meaning


Cycle of Resolution


Design Thinking (see also Co-Design)


Dynamic Facilitation


Engaging Emergence


Future Search (see also Search Conference and Preferred Futuring)


Generative Change Model

• Marshak, R.J. & Bushe, G.R. (2018) Planned and generative change in organization development. 1:4,


Group Jazz (see Liberating Structures)

Ideas Factory and Ideas Lab (see Sandpits)

Intergroup Dialogue


LEGO Serious Play


Liberating Structures


Moments of Impact


Narrative Mediation


Open Space Technology


Organizational Learning Conversations


Organizational Theatre


Participative Design


PeerSpirit Circles


Polarity Management


Preferred Futuring (See also Future Search and Search Conference)


Public Conversations Project


Reflexive Inquiry


REAL model


Real Time Strategic Change


Re-Description


Sandpits

• Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (UK)
  https://www.epsrc.ac.uk/funding/howtoapply/routes/network/ideas/whatissasa
  ndpit/
  
• https://www.epsrc.ac.uk/newsevents/pubs/welcome-to-the-ideas-factory-home-of-
  innovation-since-2004

Search Conference (see also Future Search and Preferred Futuring)


Six Conversations

• Block, P. (2008) *Community: The Structure of Belonging*. San Francisco: Berret-
  Koehler.

• Block, P. (2005) *Civic Engagement and the Restoration of Community: Changing the

Situated Dialogic Action Research

• Shotter, J. (2010) Situated dialogic action research: Disclosing “beginnings” for
  innovative change in organizations. *Organizational Research Methods*, 13:2, 268-
  285.

SOAR

  the strengths, opportunities, aspirations and results framework, trust, and
  environmentalism: a research-based case study. *International Journal of Training

  intent: inspiration to SOAR, a new framework for strategic planning. *AI
  Practitioner*, 5(4), 10-17.

  organization development (377-394)*. San Francisco: Pfeiffer-Wiley.

Social Labs


  innovation lab guide*. Waterloo: Waterloo Institute for Social Innovation and
  Resilience.
Solution Focused Dialogue


Stakeholder Dialogue


Syntegration


Systemic Sustainability (Amadeo & Cox)


Talking stick


Technology of Participation


Theory U


Virtuous Meetings


Visual Explorer


Whole Scale Change


Work Out


World Café


